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Reading is a practice linked not only to the 
traditional positive benefits in terms of literacy and 
culture, but also as an element that can facilitate 
many development processes at a cognitive and 
emotional level . The effectiveness of a narrative 
training  it is also used in contexts in which the 
dimension is that of the "lack" or "impairment" 
rather than the development potential ...



A story is the representation of events, which are driven by 
intentional behavior of characters with unique objectives,  imagined 
environments that may refer to the real world (Marr, 2004)

Process an element of storytelling by the human brain becomes 
something more complex than the mere processing language

Process of mentalizing: understand the intentions, goals, emotions 
and other mental states of the characters (Frith & Frith, 2003)

Construction of a representation of the state of things described in 
the text (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998).



Any network that supports the language, memory, and perception is also likely to 
play a key role in the narrative construction (Maar 2005).



Brain areas actives during the construction and 
evocation of autobiographical memory (Sloboda 2006)
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Hypothesis:

-The Understanding of stories activates brain areas that are functionally overlapped  
with those appointed to episodic memory and autobiographical memroy

- It might be that activating areas in the brain by listening to narrative could lead to a 
positive brain training effect on episodic and autobiographical memory 

-In Cases of cognitive decline, a specific training that uses  narrative material could 
lead to improvements in the recovery of memories and a generalization on the 
various domains of memory.



First pilot study

Reading groups formed by a total of 66 users of RSA “Ninci” and “Pionta”

Age between 63 and 99 years (M 83.2, SD 8.4)

An experimental group was extrapolated through a screening test of cognitive 
impairment (Test Your Memory - score> 9) N=11

-Vascular dementia
-Alzheimer
-Ictus
-Parkinson

-Psychosis

-Depression

Variety of impairments:



Experimental setting : 

Cognitive testing

Narrative training( 60 hours)

Cognitive testing



Cognitive tests:

-Spatial memory
 ( 3 objects, 3 places)

-Digit span

-Backward digit span

-Episodic memory (immediate and delayed recall)

-Autobiographical Memory (we asked 
Subjects to recall and orally tell an episode of their 
Lives and we recorded and translate it (3 min.))

- “Test your memory” test 

Questionnaire for caregivers:

- Mayo Portland-4



Episodic memory
Immediate        Delayed



Number of words in Autobiographical memory task



Feature autobiographical memories

Categories: family, marriage / love, work, education, pain, 
emotional content, content and space. The emotional content 
will include categories such as "pain", love, family, marriage.

Memories evolved from real similar to less similar
The structure evolved from very simple to narrative-like

Temporal connotations present in both, in the second more 
accurate (up to the day).



Ex ante
Ex post

“Il giorno che mi sono sposata, siccome c’era miseria abbiamo fatto un pranzo a casa”

“il giorno che mi sono sposata. Il mio babbo m’aveva promesso, non mi voleva accompagnare in chiesa e infatti non mi ci ha accompagnato. Mi ci ha accompagnato il mio poro fratello. Era un’idea sua e allora… Il 30 ottobre del ’93 a Roscello. È stato un giorno bellissimo, bellissimo perché si è fatto in casa e siccome in questo paese era poco che ci abitavo allora il mi babbo ha fatto venire a tutti e non  s’era mendicanti. Ha preso un vassoio di carne e il pane, è andato fuori a quei ragazzi delle campagne, sa curiosi cose… e ha dato a tutti due fette di pane con la carne che è rimasta una favola diciamo perché nessuno l’aveva mai fatto. Il babbo contento, io contentissima e siamo andati a Roma dalla zia di mio marito. S’è fatto Roma, Livorno e Parigi. Solo familiari, c’è stata tanta di quella roba avanzata, tanta roba, il babbo non si voleva far coglionare. Veramente ho avuto tante soddisfazioni, non c’ho una fotografia perché purtroppo dopo quell’alluvione è sparito ogni cosa, ma la fotografia l’ho qui [indicando il cuore]. 

Un esempio di ricordo autobiografico ex ante ed ex post 



2nd study RSA Fontenuovo, Perugia

Reading groups formed by a total of 20 users

Age between 60 and 93 years (M 82.7, SD 10.3)

Experimental group extrapolated through scores of 'MMSE

(Scores between 10 and 25)

N = 8



New cognitive test

RBANS: Repeatable battery for the assessment of neuropsychological status 
The RBANS is a brief neurocognitive battery with four alternate forms, measuring 
immediate and delayed memory, attention, language, and visuospatial skills.



Experimental setting : 

Cognitive testing

Narrative training( 60 hours)

Cognitive testing



Results:
**p<0.05    ***p<0.01    
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Results subjects who participated in at least 40 meetings

**p<0.05    ***p<0.01    
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Number of words in Autobiographical memory task



Features autobiographical memories: There are no specific connotations 
of space and time, are not specified dates ... only generic references (20 
years ago ... when I was 16 ..). Here are more present emotional 
connotations turned to love, sexuality in general rather than the single 
event of marriage. Few references to education, but many of the 
profession, the workplace, as diverse. Cultural level higher than the 
previous trial.

Increasing the cultural level also increases the interindividual 
variety , some describe themselves in one way, others in another. 
There are activities "other" than the work they have done ...



Grazie!
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